Proposed Amendment to the Standard Supply Service Code

The Standard Supply Service Code is amended as follows:

3.7 Final RPP Variance Settlement Amounts for RPP Consumers Leaving Regulated Price Plan

3.7.1 Where a distributor:

(a) is advised that an RPP consumer that is being charged a commodity price for electricity in accordance with section 3.3 or 3.4 will be cancelling its account with the distributor and will be moving out of the province of Ontario;

(b) receives a notice referred to in section 2.1.2 from or in relation to an RPP consumer that was, on the date of the notice, being charged a commodity price for electricity in accordance with section 3.3 or 3.4; or

(c) receives a request referred to in section 3.2.3 from or in relation to an electing spot consumer that was, on the date of the request, being charged a commodity price for electricity in accordance with section 3.3 or 3.4,

the distributor shall charge or credit the RPP consumer or electing spot consumer a final RPP variance settlement amount calculated on the basis of historical consumption in accordance with the methodology established by the Board in the RPP Manual.

3.7.2 Where a distributor is required by section 3.7.1 to charge or credit a consumer with a final RPP variance settlement amount, the distributor must show the monetary value of the final RPP variance settlement amount as a separate item on the consumer’s bill. The separate item shall be labelled as “Final RPP variance settlement” and shall be shown directly under the items referred to in section 3.3.5 or 3.4.3, as applicable.

3.7.3 Sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 shall not come into effect until the date that is three months after the first term commencement date.